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Problems:
1. Write a program that displays m iterates of the logistic equation on the axes xn versus
R—i.e., a “bifurcation plot”—but add an argument l that allows the user to suppress
the plotting of the first l points (the transient). Turn in a bifurcation plot for the range
2.8 < R < 4. Pick l, m, and the interval between R values such that the details of
the behavior are visible, but not such that the plot requires exorbitant amounts of CPU
time. You’ll need to use small point icons to get this to look reasonable—no diamonds
(♦) or other symbols, just dots (·)!
As always in this course, the plots you turn in should be what your code produces, not
screenshots of some app from the web.
2. Expand the first period-doubling cascade on your plot from problem 1, zeroing in on
the bifurcation points, and estimate the Feigenbaum number experimentally. (You can
get much better resolution on this by looking at the numbers in the iteration sequence
than by looking at the graph, by the way, and you’ll need that resolution when you get
into the smaller-width bifurcations.) Use at least the first four bifurcations to compute
your estimates and remember that these estimates will get closer to the true 4.66... value
as you get deeper into the bifurcation tree.
3. Repeat problem 2 with the Hénon map:
xk+1 = yk + 1 − ax2k
yk+1 = bxk
Use b = 0.3 and 0 < a < 1.4. See page 208 of Parker and Chua if you’re interested in
learning more about this map. Please also turn in a plot of the bifurcation diagram of
this map.
4. Are your answers to problems 2 and 3 the same (or close)? Should they be the same?
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